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1 Introduction 

Ever since the late 1930s, the field of robotic engineering has gained significant attention in the scientific 
community. Starting off with primitive mechanical designs to perform mundane two-state tasks, engineers 
gradually moved on to more complex robots which were able to perform human-like activities, such as lifting 
objects. However, it was only in the early 1970s that the true potential of anthropomorphic robots was 
realized. By definition, an anthropomorphic robot is one which is built around human geometry and derived 
from the study of human form and action. Several robots, such as Honda’s ASIMO (Honda Motor Co. (2001)) 
were the result of large-scale research and development in anthropomorphic robotics over the last decade. 
The design of anthropomorphic manipulators is particularly challenging as it involves replicating human form, 
without the luxury of muscle-and-bone joints afforded to nature.  
 
Two engineering concepts that have become inseparable from anthropomorphic robot design are those of 
haptic feedback and real-time distributed processing networks. The term haptic feedback refers to the 
process where haptic sensory information (sense of touch or force applied on a surface) is measured or 
calculated on a primary device and relayed to a secondary device for possible replication. Haptic feedback 
gives anthropomorphic manipulators the ability to handle both light-fragile objects and heavy-rigid objects. In 
the absence of haptic feedback, the anthropomorphic manipulator would either be too weak to handle heavy-
rigid objects or too strong for light-fragile objects. 
 
The second concept of real time distributed processing networks, plays a crucial role in processing and 
communicating large amounts of information both within an anthropomorphic module and to external 
modules. The advantage of such networks is that they enable system engineers to effortlessly implement a 
large number of interface ports using modular programming techniques, yet at the same time, sustain high 
data update frequencies. Furthermore, the reduced size of microcontroller units used in anthropomorphic 
manipulators, allows them to be conveniently distributed in small spaces over the manipulator, with only one 
interconnecting 3-channel bus. 
 
The aim of this project is to bring together the aforementioned concepts into a single technology 
demonstrator, and at the same time, achieve it cost-effectively. The project itself is divided into three distinct 
research areas, which, in the course of this document, will be referred to as the ‘Sensor glove with haptic 
feedback’, the ‘Microcontroller clusters’ and the ‘Anthropomorphic manipulator’. Briefly stated, the sensor 
glove will measure the movements of a human hand, which, in turn, will be processed and communicated via 
the microcontroller clusters to the anthropomorphic manipulator. The anthropomorphic manipulator, in turn, 
will replicate the sensor glove’s movements, and at the same time provide haptic feedback to the sensor 
glove through the microcontroller clusters.  
 
 

Remote microcontroller 
clusters  (CDC)

Sensor glove with 
haptic feedback

Anthropomorphic 
manipulator

 
 

Figure 1: Logical division of project components 
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2 Objectives and scope of study 

The overall objective of the project will be to build a cost-effective technology demonstrator, which will bring 
together the concepts of anthropomorphic manipulators, real time distributed processing networks for 
microcontrollers and haptic feedback. The individual objectives for each of the three distinct research areas 
covered under the project are listed below: 
 
- The sensor glove’s primary objective will be to measure the movement of a human hand with at least 3 

degrees of freedom. Two major technical challenges in the sensor glove will be the design of the 
position sensor mechanism and the force feedback control system. Simple as it may sound, the position 
sensor mechanism involves bringing together a vast array of sensor devices which can make precise 
measurements, but at the same time, should not impede the natural movement of the hand. Similarly, 
effective force feedback requires the design of a mechanism which will allow the wearer to feel the force 
of objects when present at the anthropomorphic manipulator, but at the same time, to feel a negligible 
amount of force or no force at all in the absence of force feedback from the anthropomorphic 
manipulator.  
 
A crucial aspect of the force feedback mechanism involves selecting an optimal control strategy 
(feedback, feed-forward, open loop, etc.), an appropriate control method (binary, PID, adaptive, etc.) 
and suitable control media. Techniques such as recursive least-squares estimation and basic 
physical/mechanical principles will be used to model the process in the preliminary stages. Two control 
loops will have to be designed to control the movement of the anthropomorphic manipulator and at the 
same time, relay force feedback information to the glove’s force simulator. The first, a position control 
loop will ensure that the glove replicates the movements of the user’s hand. The second, a 
current/torque control loop will provide a suitable counter-torque on the user’s fingers based on force 
feedback data. The design process will also involve the design of signal conditioning circuitry, analog-to-
digital converter circuits, digital-to-analog converter circuits and power amplifiers before any signals can 
be interfaced with the microcontrollers. 

 
- The microcontroller clusters’ primary objective will be to serve as a communication and processing 

backbone for the sensor glove and the anthropomorphic manipulator. Owing to the need for real-time 
distributed processing, a cluster distributed computing (CDC) protocol for microcontrollers will be 
designed as a part of the project. One of the main goals of CDC will be to provide immediate support for 
modular programming techniques in primary networks (as in a single anthropomorphic manipulator) and 
provide future support for intercommunication between primary and secondary networks (as in an 
anthropomorphic robot built out of several anthropomorphic manipulator modules).  
 
The specialized communication requirements of CDC necessitate the development of custom-made 
microcontroller PCBs with a 3-channel communication bus and an RS-232 monitoring interface. Each 
microcontroller PCB will have to be designed to support an on-board 8-channel A/D converter and at 
least 4 byte-wide digital interface ports. The chipsets will also have to be designed to the smallest 
possible scale, so as to allow them to be easily integrated into the physical structure of the sensor glove 
and the anthropomorphic manipulator. Once the design and development of the CDC protocol and the 
custom-made chipsets is complete, each unit will have to be modularly programmed to process the 
control system logic required between the sensor glove and the anthropomorphic manipulator.  

 
- The anthropomorphic manipulator’s primary objective will be to reproduce the behavior of a human hand 

to at least 3 degrees of freedom per finger. An integral part of the anthropomorphic manipulator’s design 
will involve research into the anatomy of the human hand and the behavior of critical joints such as the 
interphalangeal (IP) and metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints. The manipulator will consist of a primary 
metal frame (to support the joints), drive motors (to control the joints) and force sensors on the end 
effectors (to support haptic feedback).  
 
The key challenge in the design of the anthropomorphic manipulator will be to mechanically model 
human joints (featuring one or two degrees of freedom) within restricted spaces, so as to match the 
scale of a human hand. The design will also have to be compact and light enough to be mounted on a 
larger industry-standard manipulator through a wrist interface. The entire design process will be software 
simulated prior to actual fabrication. Each joint will have to be individually calibrated and integrated with 
a finger-actuating mechanism that accurately responds to position data.  
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Prior to commencing work on the project, a preliminary, scaled-down model will be assembled for testing and 
design troubleshooting. The model will involve a single-finger-joint-actuated glove and mechanical 
manipulator, constructed out of thin sheet metal. A Geared servo motor will be used for joint control at the 
mechanical manipulator and a low torque motor for force feedback at the glove. A high precision strain 
gauge will also be assembled for control system testing and evaluation. 
 
The research in this project will help to lay the foundation for a variety of industrial applications such as 
modular programming of complex machines, bionic limbs and next-generation assembly line infrastructure. 
Furthermore, the immediate applications of the project range from high-precision tele-surgery to 
experimentation in hazardous environments. Cost-effectiveness aside, a key design principle that will be 
stressed throughout the project is ease of expandability. It is foreseeable, that in the future various 
anthropomorphic manipulators can be assembled together to bring about a fully functional anthropomorphic 
robot. 
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3 Literature review 

Prior to selecting the research field for this project, a considerable number of external sources were reviewed 
for information on the project. All text-based sources, both printed and electronic, are listed in the 
bibliography at the end of the report. The following sections briefly outline relevant findings and innovations 
that will be implemented in the project. 

3.1 Sensor glove with haptic feedback 

Virtual reality sensor gloves are a relatively new concept and have only emerged on the market in the last 
three to four years. Several companies such as Immersion Technologies have developed and marketed so-
called ‘data gloves’ that can measure movements of the human hand and relay finger-position related data to 
a PC or micro-controller [11]. One of the more interesting developments was that of Rutgers University, 
Pennsylvania, which developed a glove to measure four degrees of freedom per finger, as opposed to 
several other conventional designs which only measure three degrees of freedom [24].  
 
A standard practice employed in most designs to provide force feedback is the ‘exoskeleton’ system, which 
is a mechanical frame worn on top of the glove [6]. The exoskeleton makes use of a tendon system driven by 
externally mounted motors to provide variable forces to the wearer’s fingers. An added advantage of the 
exoskeleton design is that the mechanical frame can also be used to make more accurate position 
measurements than strap-on position sensors. 

3.2 Microcontroller clusters (CDC) 

The concept of distributed processing microcontroller networks is nothing new to the world of computing, and 
has been tested in variety of experiments and research projects. We were able to study a number of 
interesting approaches to distributed processing, but found none with the network structure as in the 
preliminary design of the cluster distributed computing (CDC) protocol. However, the concept of the Time 
Triggered Architecture, helped us realize a simple and efficient model for representing a shared file system 
for the CDC protocol [13]. 
 
Additionally, several technical documents on building chipsets for microcontrollers were studied and used in 
comparing Atmel’s AVR range of microcontrollers and Motorola’s MC68HC12 series [1][16]. The two 
microcontroller series were found to be relatively similar in most aspects, except that Atmel’s AVR range 
came with larger built-in memories and greater chipset support from Atmel, while Motorola’s MC68HC12 
series boasted a 16-bit architecture and twice the A/D capacity. 

3.3 Anthropomorphic manipulator 

In order to proceed with any anthropomorphic design, it is imperative that there be a thorough understanding 
of the underlying anatomy of the human body part in consideration. A number of medical sources were 
reviewed on the structure of joints in the human hand and the normal range of their motion reference values 
[7]. One of the more interesting sources illustrated a kinematic model of the manipulator’s end effector, 
showing the complete mechanical function of each joint [14].  
 
One of the key problems encountered in a number of similar projects around the world was the placement of 
force sensors on active compliant manipulators to allow comprehensive response to external physical stimuli. 
Several sources were studied on measuring resistive torque at a joint through force measurement on a link 
extending from the joint [17], and helped in the preliminary design placement of force sensors on the end 
effector. The manufacture and mounting of thin beam sensors was also reviewed [21]. 
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4 Theory 

4.1 Sensor glove with haptic feedback 

The sensor glove is a complex array of electronic sensors and motorized-feedback mechanisms mounted on 
a glove that fits an average human hand. In order to understand the operation of the sensor mechanism on 
the glove, it is important to understand the bone structure of the human hand itself. The fingers on the 
human hand can be classified into 2 major categories – fingers with 3 phalanges (small, ring, middle and 
index finger) and fingers with 2 phalanges (thumb). Each of the four fingers with 3 phalanges has four 
degrees of freedom – one at the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint, one at the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) 
joint and two at the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. The thumb, on the other hand, has five degrees of 
freedom - one at the interphalangeal (IP) joint, two at the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint and two at the 
carpometacarpal/trapeziometacarpal (TM) joint. All together, the fingers have 21 degrees of freedom.  
 
 

(DIP) Distal Interphalangeal Joint

(PIP) Proximal Interphalangeal Joint

(MCP) Metacarpophalangeal Joint
Interphalangeal Joint (IP)

Metacarpophalangeal Joint (MCP)
Proximal Phalanx

Metacarpal

Carpometacarpal/Trapeziometacarpal Joint (TM)

Metacarpal

(TM) Carpometacarpal/Trapeziometacarpal Joint

Proximal Phalanx

Middle Phalanx

Distal Phalanx

Distal Phalanx

Thumb bones & joints

Small/Ring/Middle/Index bones & joint

 
 

Figure 2: Bones and joints in the human hand 
 
 
Owing to the sheer complexity involved in measuring and replicating 21 degrees of freedom, the sensor 
glove in this project only measures 16 degrees of freedom – one at the thumb’s interphalangeal (IP) joint, 
one at the thumb’s metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, two at the thumb’s 
carpometacarpal/trapeziometacarpal (TM) joint, one at each proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint for the other 
four fingers and two at each metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint for the other four fingers. If mapped on to the 
kinematic model of the human hand, these degrees of freedom would amount to the measurement of four 
planar movements A3yz, A2yz, A1yz and A1xy for the thumb and three planar movements B3yz, B2yz and B2xy 
for each of the other four fingers. 
 
 

A3yz

A2yz

y

xz

A1yz
A1xy

B2yz

B3yz

B4yz
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Figure 3: Kinematic model of the human hand (thumb and index finger) 

 
 
Several preliminary designs based on piezoelectric-polymer-based ‘flex sensors’ were studied and found to 
be either inadequate for measuring absolute position or fault intolerant. The currently proposed design 
involves the use of digital or digitized angular/linear position sensors. Such a system will be supported by 
adequate signal conditioning circuitry, so as to reduce the possibility of sensor-localized electrical faults. 
Each sensor will be mounted externally on a metal frame attached to a fabric glove. 
 
 

Sensor glove with
haptic feedback

Feedback motors

Position sensors

Anthropomorphic
manipulator

Force sensors

Joint motors
Primary control loop

Secondary control loop  
 

Figure 4: Control system architecture 
 
 
The second major function of the glove is the force feedback mechanism. Preliminary studies have shown 
that the RLS transfer function estimation technique, coupled with a decentralized state-space feedback 
control strategy will yield the best results. The system will also require the design of precision signal pre-
amplifiers and power amplifiers to drive the array of force feedback motors. However, owing to financial and 
technical limitations, the project will only implement a force feedback on planar joints A2yz, A1yz for the thumb 
and planar joints B3yz, B2yz for the index finger. Though inadequate to represent actual force feedback on a 
real human hand, these two joints will be sufficient to test the performance of the force feedback control 
system.  

4.2 Microcontroller clusters (CDC) 

One of the most critical tasks in the project is the processing and communication of information between the 
sensor glove with haptic feedback and the anthropomorphic manipulator. After reviewing a variety of design 
approaches from centralized local computing to centralized remote computing, it was decided that the 
advantages of a cluster-based distributed processing network were far greater for the project. 
 
The cluster distributed computing (CDC) protocol is designed around the concept of a shared file system. 
Each microcontroller (or network) is locally referred to as a node. Communication between nodes in a local 
shared file system is achieved by using the Time Triggered Architecture’s TTP/A protocol. (Kopetz, H., 
Bauer, G., (2002)).  
 
 

CDC
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CDC
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CDC
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CDC
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Slave 5
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1110111                                        1110111   
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1

shared filesystem

 
 

Figure 5: Independent CDC cluster schematic 
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Each local shared file system must be physically supported by at least one master node and one or more 
slave nodes, both of which may contribute to the file system. The file system is represented by serial UART 
data on a shared TTP/A bus topology. Each node in the network is allotted one or more unique ‘timeslots’, 
which are equivalent to one or more bytes in the file system. A node may only transmit serial UART data 
(write to the file system) in its allotted timeslots, but may receive serial UART data (read from the file system) 
at any timeslot. Each node is responsible for updating its bytes on the bus in their respective timeslots at 
regular intervals, as determined by the master node. 
 
 

CDC bus

CDC
Slave 2

CDC
Slave 4

CDC
Slave 6

CDC
Slave 1

CDC
Slave 3

CDC
Slave 5

CDC
Master

 
 

Figure 6: Independent CDC cluster 
 
 

Time

Byte 01 Byte 02 Byte 03 Byte 04 Byte 05

Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5

Data

 
 

Figure 7: Representation of the file system in timeslots on the bus 
 
 
Each local CDC file system is a self-sufficient unit and will be referred to as a CDC cluster. One or more 
CDC clusters can easily intercommunicate, if one or more multipurpose or shared gateways are attached to 
one CDC cluster through a primary communication bus and to another CDC cluster through a secondary 
communication bus. Such an approach allows complex processing tasks to be independently handled by a 
single CDC cluster, with only relevant information conveyed to an external CDC cluster. For example, in the 
case of this project, the sensor glove and anthropomorphic manipulator will be interfaced with two distinct 
local CDC clusters, both of which can intercommunicate through a central CDC cluster. Complex 
mathematical calculations and calibration data can be circulated within each cluster, but needn’t be 
conveyed to the other clusters, thus allowing shorter update intervals. 
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Figure 8: Interconnected primary and secondary CDC clusters 
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CDC can only take advantage of its full functionality, given adequate hardware and software support. 
Unfortunately, such hardware support is currently unavailable and hence requires the design and 
manufacture of a customized PCB with an ISO-K line UART serial transceiver and an RS-232 serial 
monitoring interface. The chipsets will be manufactured to the smallest possible physical size (within 6cm x 
6cm x 1cm), so as to allow easy integration into any mechanical structure. Software support, on the other 
hand, is relatively easier, and will require the design of a software-based CDC file system architecture. Once 
all the design tasks for the CDC architecture are completed, the final phases will involve programming the 
software support for the sensor glove and anthropomorphic manipulator. A mutual exclusion mechanism will 
be developed to ensure that the CDC protocol and user software can work hand-in-hand to exploit the full 
potential of the microcontroller units. 
 

CDC
Filesystem

Local
Filesystem Memory

CDC
Control

User
Software

MCU
Control

MCU External
Peripherals MCU

 
 

Figure 9: CDC node proposed software architecture 

4.3 Anthropomorphic manipulator 

The anthropomorphic manipulator is the most complex mechanical component in the project. It consists of a 
large number of connective components and joints, which can be grouped into three areas according to their 
mechanical function – major linkages (arm), minor linkages (wrist) and end effectors (hand). The major 
linkages will serve as an infrastructure to support the minor linkages, which in turn will support the end 
effector. Most of the work in this project will focus on the end effector, since it is the end effector that will be 
used to make actual contact with the manipulator’s surroundings.  
 
A wide assortment of end effectors are available to perform a variety of different work functions. However 
they can be broadly classified under the functions of gripping or process tooling. The end effector designed 
in this project will serve the purpose of a five-fingered gripper that has the ability to grasp an object similar to 
the motion of the human hand. The end effector will collectively feature 16 degrees of freedom – one at the 
each of the thumb’s type-A joints (the thumb has 2 type-A joints), one at each of the other four fingers’ type-A 
joints and two at each finger’s type-B joint. Type-A joints correspond to freedom of motion about one 
orthogonal axis (pitch), while type-B joints correspond to freedom of motion about two orthogonal axes (pitch 
and yaw).  
 

 

Finger joint type-A (1 degree of freedom)

Finger joint type-B (2 degrees of freedom)

Wrist joint (1 degree of freedom)
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Figure 10: End effector schematic 

 
 
If mapped on to the kinematic model of the mechanical manipulator, the end effector’s degrees of freedom 
would amount to four planar movements A3yz, A2yz, A1yz and A1xy for the thumb and three planar movements 
B3yz, B2yz and B2xy for each of the other four fingers. Mechanical actuation for each of these joints will be 
provided by a tendon mechanism. Each tendon will be represented by a ducted micro-cable attached to 
motor-driven pulleys. The fingers and the tendons will be attached to a base plate resembling the wrist. The 
wrist will serve as the primary interface between the minor linkages and the end effector, and will be 
designed to interface with a manipulator such as an industrial robot arm. The wrist will feature motion about 
one axis (roll).  
 
 

A3yz

A2yz

y

xz

A1yz
A1xy

B2yz

B3yz

B2xy

C(12)z

 
 

Figure 11: Kinematic model of the end effector coupled with the minor linkage 
 
 
A powerful feature that sets the anthropomorphic manipulator in this project apart from conventional 
manipulators is that it is able to react to external forces. In a design still under consideration, the resistive 
torque at planar joints A2yz, A1yz for the thumb and planar joints B3yz, B2yz for the index finger will be 
measured either by directly measuring the resistance to motion at that joint or by indirectly measuring the 
force on the finger segments. Irrespective of the approach, the assembly and mounting of the force sensors 
will be a very delicate task.  
 

 

Torque at finger joint

Force on finger segment
 

 
Figure 12: Illustration of measuring resistive force/torque at different points 

 
 
The second design tends to be more preferred, because of its relative ease of implementation and greater 
sensitivity to fragile objects. However, it does suffer from the drawback that objects outside the force 
sensor’s proximity will not be detected and that it requires additional processing and calibration from the 
supporting microcontrollers. A key advantage of the force feedback mechanism is that the reliability and 
performance of manipulators can be improved through the use of simpler, less-precise motoring at the 
manipulator and more accurate sensors instead. Such a robotic system, which complies with measured 
external forces to modify its motion, can also be referred to as an ‘active-compliance system’. 
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5 Mechanical implementation 

The mechanical implementation of the MCAMH project covers several aspects, including, but not limited to 
the manufacturing of the anthropomorphic manipulator and the sensor glove. A key factor that had to be 
taken into account during the entire design process was stress at the various joints, to ensure that each 
component either meets or exceed the stress specifications of the human hand.  
 
After a thorough study of several prototypes and similar experiments conducted around the world, as 
reported in the literature review, the mechanical concepts for the anthropomorphic manipulator were 
developed, based on a model of the DIST hand, built at the Università degli Studi di Genova. The DIST hand 
was chosen primarily because it offered a simple and cost-effective solution. Several design sketches to 
adapt to the MCAMH project requirements were subsequently developed and a prototype model was made 
using a Lego Robotics kit to visualize design.  
 
Similar sketches were also developed for the force feedback glove, based on independent research. In order 
to minimize the effects of inertia, it was decided that the structure for the anthropomorphic manipulator and 
the sensor glove, were to consist of light metal plates/fittings. Actuation would be provided by a tendon-like 
mechanism using micro-ducted cables attached to free-rolling pulleys at one end and electric motors at the 
other end. This design was considered as the most cost-effective, popular and simplest actuating 
mechanism for such a purpose. The following sections describe the steps involved in the design and 
fabrication of these components and more. 

5.1 Design specification 

After the conceptual design phase, a set of design specifications for the manipulator was decided upon, 
based on which, the subsequent design process was executed. These specifications include mechanical 
size, number of actuated joints, corresponding degrees of freedom and motion ranges, the maximum 
gripping load capacity and dimensions. A list of part materials was also prepared. Aluminum was chosen for 
most structures, as it is light, inexpensive and easy to machine. 
 
 

Specification Description Specification 
End-effectors 2x Fingers 

Actuated joints per end-
effector 

1x Metacarpophalangeal joint 
(MCP) 
1x Interphalangeal joint (IP) 

Degree of freedom per end-
effector 

2x at the MCP joint (xy, yz) 
1x at the IP joint (yz) 

Joint motion ranges 
MCP xy 20-250 
MCP yz 90-1000 
IP yz 90-1000 

Maximum grip torque 1.4 Nm at the motor 

Anthropomorphic 
manipulator 

Maximum load 1.0 Kg 

Force feedback mechanism 1x Thumb 
1x Index finger 

Max. Resistive torque 1.0 Nm at the motor Sensor glove 

Joint motion range 550 at the knuckle 
 
 

Part Purpose Material description 
Metal 
sheets 

Shafts, links, connecting 
members 

Alumex 79, 
Aluminum 

Metal plates Force sensor mounting Mild steel 
Pulleys Joint actuation Aluminum, Brass 
Cables Joint actuation Ducted steel cable 
Bearings Shaft mounting  
Pads Gripping surface Rubber 
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5.2 Design analysis 

5.2.1 Kinematical modeling 

A kinematical model for the manipulator end effectors was developed for control purposes. The figure below 
represents a four bar linkage representation of one finger. The pitch rotations for MCP joint 1 and IP joint 2 
range from 90-100°, while the rotation of the non-actuated Distal Interphalangeal (DIP) joint 3 can be 
represented by θ3 = kθ2 [k ~ 0.67]. The length of the links L1, L2 and L3 are 36mm, 26mm and 32mm 
respectively. It should be noted that the second degree of freedom for joint 1 is ignored in this model. 
Although the joint has a max rotation of 20-250°, its influence on the gripping force of the anthropomorphic 
manipulator is insignificant. 
 
 

θ1

θ2 θ3

T1

T2

T3

 
 

Figure 13: Kinematical model of each finger 

5.2.2 Static loading force analysis 

Though, in practice, the human hand can apply gripping force at a variety of points along the length of the 
finger, the anthropomorphic manipulator’s design in this project is primarily concerned with the gripping 
torque applied at joint 3. This will provide the gripping force at the force sensor mounting on link 3. The 
maximum grip force that each finger subsequently provides is calculated with reference to the following 
diagram. It should be noted that lifting and transportation of objects by the manipulator and the effects of 
changes in orientation between the direction of motion during acceleration and the direction of the fingers are 
not considered in these calculations. The length l = l3 = 32 mm and Tmin has to be determined from the 
required gripping force. Considering the case where both the weight of the object and/or any external force 
tends to cause the object to slip from the grasp, then the magnitude of the gripping force (assuming that 
gravitational force is parallel to the contacting surfaces) can be estimated using the equation (g)(µ)(nf)Fgrip= 
W, where µ is the co-efficient of friction between the load and gripping surface, nf is the number of fingers, W 
the weight of the grasped load and g is a factor that takes the acceleration during motion of the load into 
account. Given that the gripping force is to be applied through a rubber pad attached to the force sensor 
mounting on a uniform object, a conservative value for µ was chosen at 0.25 (although rubber can provide a 
much higher friction coefficient). Furthermore, since, mere grasping of the load is considered, g is assumed 
to be unity. Only the four fingers are considered to be applying the grip load with the thumb merely serving 
as support. Based on the design specifications, the hand is to be designed to handle loads range from 500 to 
1000 grams. Incorporating this into the earlier equation will give the required gripping force Fgrip to be in the 
range of 4.9 < Fgrip < 9.8 N. With a safety factor of 1.5, Fgrip is chosen as 15 N. The corresponding grip torque 
is obtained from a simple force analysis on link 3 as 0.48 N. Thus a torque of 0.50 N is assumed to be 
applied at each of the three joints. 
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Ff=µFgrip

W=Ff
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Figure 14: Grip force on each finger 

 
 
The key structural elements chosen for analysis are depicted in the following figures. These elements are 
chosen as they possess a relatively higher probability of failure due to the applied loading. A static force 
analysis was performed on one finger to obtain the external loadings on the main structural elements. The 
figures also show these elements with their respective loadings. Only static loading, as opposed to dynamic 
loading was considered for simplicity. This is a reasonable assumption, as the acceleration of each link is 
negligible. Each finger is designed for only a small range of motions with speeds similar to that of the flexing 
of the human hand. Moreover the inertia of each link is not appreciable too. It should be noted that the 
external load is applied at the contact point between the object and the force sensor mounting on Link 3. 
This load is the effect of the applied torque at joint 3, which is then translated over the other links and the 
joint shafts. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15: Key structural elements of finger considered for static analysis 
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Figure 16: Static loads on key structural elements of each finger 
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5.2.3 Stress analysis 

The third test - stress analysis, was performed on each member of the manipulator. Given that the motors 
driving the force feedback mechanism have a stall torque of 1 Nm and that the cables roll around a 70 mm 
pulley attached to the motor shaft, the cable tension is calculated to be 14.3 N. This cable tension produces 
a shear loading on the pin joints, which are the elements most susceptible to failure. The following figure 
describes the key structural elements considered for analysis. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 17: Key structural elements of force feedback mechanism 

After obtaining the external loads experienced by the members of the finger and force feedback mechanism, 
a stress analysis using the Tresca Hypothesis was carried out. Each of the main structural elements was 
individually analyzed for a combination of all loadings present and its dimensions verified against static 
failure. The stress concentration factors are set to unity as the material is ductile; however the reduced area 
is used in all calculations. Each of the safety factors obtained using the equations below, is then compared 
with the acceptable value of 1.5. 
 
 

Acceptable safety factor (SF) 1.5 
Yield Strength for Aluminum 
(Sy) 165 MPa (ASTM-B221 and BS-1474) 

Applied load F 
Applied moment M 
Applied torque T 
Axial Stress σj = F/A, where A is cross-sectional area 

32M/(πd2), where d is shaft diameter 
Bending stress 6M/(bh2), where b,h are the sides of 

rectangular links 
16T/(πd3) for shafts 

Torsional stress 
2

T 1.8h3
bbh

 + 
 

for links 

Principal stress σ1, σ2 = 
2

j k j i 2
ij2 2

σ σ σ σ
τ

+ − 
± + 

 
 

Tresca hypothesis max (σ1,σ2) < Sy/SF 
 
 

Dimensions (m) Analysis (MPa) Results # Finger Part Fj (N) Mk 
(Nm) 

Ti 
(Nm) L b h/D σj σi ζij σ 1 σ2 Sy SF Verdict 

1 Shaft 3 C 15.0 0.09 0.23 0.025 - 0.003 2.12 35.40 43.40 84.00 -8.97 169 2.01 Safe 
2 Shaft 2 C 15.0 0.09 -0.10 0.025 - 0.003 2.12 35.40 -18.90 62.70 12.40 169 2.70 Safe 
3 Shaft 1 C 15.0 0.09 -0.58 0.025 - 0.004 1.19 14.90 -46.20 62.80 -30.60 169 2.69 Safe 

Link 1 A 7.5 0.54 0.15 0.040 0.02 0.003 0.16 21.20 12.50 37.70 5.00 169 4.49 Safe 4 
Link 2 B -7.5 1.14 0.15 0.040 0.02 0.003 -0.16 44.70 12.50 70.20 18.90 169 2.41 Safe 
Link 2 A 15.0 0.21 0.00 0.030 0.01 0.004 0.63 13.10 0.00 20.00 7.50 169 8.45 Safe 5 
Link 2 B -15.0 0.66 0.00 0.030 0.01 0.004 -0.63 41.30 0.00 61.60 19.70 169 2.75 Safe 
Link 3 A 7.5 0.00 0.08 0.220 0.02 0.001 0.38 0.00 11.60 12.00 -11.20 169 14.13 Safe 6 
Link 3 B -7.5 0.17 0.08 0.220 0.02 0.001 -0.47 61.90 11.60 94.70 28.20 169 1.79 Safe 
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Link 0 A 15.0 1.04 0.00 0.012 0.01 0.004 0.38 38.80 0.00 58.40 20.00 169 2.89 Safe 7 
Link 0 B -15.0 1.20 0.00 0.012 0.01 0.004 -0.38 45.00 0.00 67.30 21.90 169 2.51 Safe 

8 Shaft 0 0 15.0 1.33 0.5 j 0.030 - 0.003 -1.77 0.00 94.40 92.60 -96.10 169 1.76 Safe 
 

Dimensions (m) Analysis (MPa) Results # Glove Part Fj (N) Mk 
(Nm) 

Ti 
(Nm) L b h/D σj σi ζij σ 1 σ2 Sy SF Verdict 

1 Pin joint 14.3 - 0.50  - 0.07 - - 0.074 - - 169 - Safe 
 
 
Hence, based on the calculations listed above, every joint/link in the anthropomorphic manipulator and 
sensor glove was found to be safe within the required acceptability safety factor. 

5.3 Manufacturing details 

After verification and finalization of the design of both the fingers, force feedback mechanism and support 
structures, detailed part and assembly drawings were completed. The manufacturing for this design project 
was divided into two main sections namely 'The manipulator' and 'The Glove’. Due to budget and time 
constraints, the anthropomorphic manipulator design was finalized and was submitted to M/s Fortuna 
Engineering to carry on with the manufacturing. Certain modifications were made to the design before the 
assignment was handed over to M/s Fortuna Engineering. Although, the contract showed completion in 10 
days after approval, the final handing over of the manipulator took 10 weeks from the day of approval due to 
the unavailability of bearings and inefficient distribution of work at the above mentioned workshop. In the 
meantime, the sensor glove manufacturing was completed at the AUS workshop. Numerous touch-up works 
were also completed at the AUS work shop. The estimate at completion (EAC) of the cost and the man hours 
are as follows: 
 
 

Component Cost 
(AED) 

Student 
man 
hours  

Anthropomorphic 
manipulator 

1800.00 8 

Sensor glove 80.00 80 
 
 

Operation Equipment Description 
Sawing TRS-30 cutter, 

Excel Hacksaw 
(KP225) 

Most parts in the range of 10-35mm had to be first cut 
down to appropriate sizes which were then taken to 
the bench mark. 

Milling Excel CNC Machining 
Centre (CNC 
8050/55) 

The CNC machining centre was used to mill surfaces 
to the desired dimensions. 

Channeling Excel CNC Machining 
Centre (CNC 
8050/55) 

Channels were made using the CNC machine at a 
constant feed rate to prevent the melting of thin 
channel flaps. 

Turning Excel Lathe (XL1640) Over 40 pulleys were manufactured, with diameters 
ranging from 5-15mm for glove parts and the servo 
motors. 

Drilling Excel Drill (XL-32F) The glove plates required large bores and each 
individual glove parts needed drilling that had to be 
tapped later on. 
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Figure 18: Finger mounting positions on palm plate 

 
 

 
 

Figure 19: Anthropomorphic manipulator 
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Figure 20: Sensor glove 
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6 Electrical and control system implementation 

6.1 Control strategy 

As mentioned previously, the manipulator is basically a robotic hand that is equipped with its own actuation 
(motors) and sensing (force sensors). Similarly, the sensor glove is equipped with motors to be able to 
provide restriction to the user’s movements, and position sensors that provide information about the user’s 
movements. It is obvious that some sort of intermediate circuitry as well as processing of information is 
required in order to be able to achieve the final goal of controlling the robot hand with the glove. For this 
purpose, a central control system, which interfaces with the manipulator on one side, and the glove on the 
other, is used. The figure below depicts this setup as a simple block diagram. 
 
As expected, to achieve proper system operation, two basic variables should be controlled i.e. position and 
force. In order for the robot to follow the users movements exactly in real time, we need to be able to process 
the information about the users hand movements coming from the glove sensors fast enough, and relay this 
information as instructions to the motors present on the robotic hand. Moreover, since we want the user to be 
able to feel what the robot is feeling, we need to relay the force information coming from the sensors on the 
robot hand back to the motors that actuate the glove. The arrows in the figure depict this flow of information. 
The sections below describe the actual working of the position and force control systems. 
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Motor
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Motor
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Figure 21: System block diagram 

6.1.1 Position control system 

In order to ease up on processor load, we decided to use digital servomotors for the purpose of robot finger 
actuation. These servomotors come with built in PWM operated position control circuitry. What this means is 
that the position of the motor output shaft is determined by the duty cycle of the input PWM wave. This 
feature is really efficient when using a micro-controller based system, since most micro-controllers have 
onboard PWM generation hardware. As depicted in the figure below, position sensors on the glove measure 
the position of the users fingers. This input signal is then conditioned and used by the micro-controller to 
generate the appropriate PWM signal that, in turn, drives the servomotor to the appropriate position. Also 
specified in the figure is which component is a sensor, actuator, or part of a software algorithm. 
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Figure 22: Open loop position control 
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Figure 23: Closed loop current/torque control 

6.1.2 Force control system 

Force control as far as motors are concerned is basically current control. So if we control the level of current 
in a motor, we are effectively controlling its output torque. So in order to achieve current control, a type of 
controller called the ‘Hysteresis controller’ was used. As can be seen from the figures above, the signals 
coming from the force sensors are conditioned, converted to digital form and then fed into the micro-
controller. This input digital signal is compared with a digital signal proportional to value of current in the 
motor in order to generate an ‘error’ signal. This error signal is then used to generate the appropriate PWM 
signal that drive the DC motors actuating the glove via appropriate driver circuitry. In effect, the user gets a 
feel of an object that the robot is holding on to. 
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Figure 24: Hysteresis controller setup 

6.1.3 Controller features 

Discussed below, are the essential features of the controller that was designed and implemented for the 
MCAM-H. The reasons for choosing these features as opposed to other alternatives are also mentioned. 
 
- Hysteresis Vs PID Control 
 
PID or ‘Proportional Integral Derivative’ control is a mathematical model of a control system that can be 
implemented using electronic hardware or as an algorithm using software. In order to ‘tune’ such a controller 
to obtain the desire output characteristics, a large number of tedious calculation intensive steps have to be 
followed. As opposed to traditional ‘PID’ type control, the hysteresis algorithm, that we are making use of, 
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offers faster performance and precise control based on user specifications. Thus the user has the ability to 
adjust the controller output specs like rise time, overshoot etc by just specifying these values as algorithm 
constraints, as opposed to carrying out tedious system modeling and design techniques involved in the use 
of ‘PID’ type control.  
 
 
- Digital Servomotors Vs DC Motors for position control 
 
As mentioned previously, we are making use of digital servomotors that come with built in position control 
circuitry in order to provide actuation for the robot hand. The reasons for using such motors are that they 
reduce processor load by providing position control of their own, and that they make use of PWM signals to 
operate, which are readily generated by the micro-controller being used. If ordinary DC motors were used, 
we would have to implement a separate algorithm for position control; in addition to requiring another set of 
external sensors this would hog on processor time. 
 
- Manual Control Vs Automatic Control 
 
In our setup, we are simply measuring the value of a variable (force) in one system (robot hand) and then 
providing a reverse torque the other system (glove). It should be noted however that is no measuring of force 
on the glove side. The user simply applies as much force as he desires in order to overcome reverse toque 
being applied by the motors; this same force is translated to the other side in the form of position information 
that in turn controls the position of the robots fingers. Many such systems today, however, employ what is 
called automatic control, in which a force measurement taken on the glove side is used to automatically 
provide the right amount of force on an object being held by the robot. Such systems tend to be quite 
complex and expensive. Our control strategy, in addition to being cost effective, works perfectly for most 
industrial applications. 

6.2 Practical implementation 

6.2.1 Sensors 

As mentioned in previous sections two types of external sensors have been used to provide force and 
position information. The implementation of these sensors has been discussed below: 
 
- Force sensors 
 
Budget limitations forced us to make use of a simple strain gauge setup to provide readings for force. Two 
such setups have been used per finger to provide force feedback for the top and bottommost portions of the 
users fingers. The strain gauges have been used in conjunction with simple high gain amplifiers. The figure 
below shows a schematic of the strain gauge setup used. As can be seen, one strain gauge has been used 
in a resistor bridge network. The output of the bridge is fed into an op-amp differential amplifier circuit with a 
gain of about 500. It was determined experimentally that for simple demonstration purposes, a single strain 
gauge would suffice. For more accurate readings and improved noise immunity, however, it is advisable to 
use two strain gauges in the bridge. The gain of the differential amplifier was also set experimentally based 
on the supply voltage and A/D unit requirements.  
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Figure 25: Schematic of a Strain Gauge setup 

 
 

 
 

Figure 26: Strain gauge setup 

 
 
- Position Sensors 
 
Position sensors were used in the glove to provide position information about the users movements. Two 
type of sensors were used i.e. servo potentiometers, and flex sensors, and their implementation is discussed 
below. 
 
Servo Potentiometers: These sensors are similar to rotary potentiometer with the exception that very little 
turning force is required to operate them. Moreover, they do not have a limited turning distance. A total of 
three such sensors were used per finger. Two of these sensors are mounted in line with the glove’s DC 
motors and one of them is mounted directly on the glove itself. The entire mechanical setup has been 
discussed previously in this report.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 27: Servo potentiometer position sensor 

 
 
Flex Sensors: The flex sensor is a flat flexible strip whose resistance changes when it is bent. At 0 degrees, 
the resistance of the strip is approximately 10 k . At 90 degrees the resistance of the strip changes to 
approximately 35 k . One flex sensor was used per finger to provide information about the direction in which 
the users finger is moving (inward or outward). The rate of change of resistance also provides information 
about the speed of the users movements. This information is required when to control recoil action of the DC 
motors when the user is opening his/her hand. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 28: Flex sensor 

6.2.2 Actuators 

For simplicity of control and implementation, we decided to make use of purely electromechanical actuation 
in the form of DC and servomotors. These actuators have been discussed in detail below. 
 
- Servomotors 
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A servomotor is a motor setup with a built in position control mechanism and circuitry. The motor may or may 
not be geared. In our project we made use of servomotors for the purpose of actuating the manipulators 
finger joints. As discussed in previous sections of this report, three servomotors were used for each finger.  
 
Based on electrical and mechanical specifications, we chose to use Futaba S9451 geared digital 
servomotors. These motors operate at a 6V DC and have a PWM control signal input (figure 3.8). Varying 
the ‘on’ time of the input PWM signal between 1 and 2 milliseconds causes the position of the motor shaft to 
vary between 0 and 270 degrees. With the on-board PWM hardware of our micro-controller board we were 
able to achieve a rotational resolution of about 0.1 degrees.  
 
 

20 ms

1 to 2 ms

 
Figure 29: PWM control signal for Futaba servos 

 
 
- DC Motors 
 
Force feedback was provided for two sections per finger. For the purpose of achieving force feedback 
actuation, high torque ungeared 12V DC motors were used. These motors were fitted with a 7 cm pulley and 
a rotary potentiometer inline with the shaft. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 30: Glove actuator motor setup 

6.2.3 Interface circuitry 

This project involves interfacing electromechanical components such as sensors and motors in the 
manipulator and glove to a central micro-controller cluster. Based on the current/voltage requirements and 
capabilities of the micro-controllers, suitable signal conditioning (A/D, D/A, pre-amplification, power 
amplification) circuitry was used for the purpose of interfacing. Three main PCB’s were designed to provide 
for interfacing needs. These are discussed in the following subsections. 
 
- Manipulator Board  
 
The first PCB was designed to contain the high gain differential amplifiers for the strain gauges. All four 
amplifiers are mounted on the same board. The board also includes the entire resistor bridge setup, and 
includes trimming pots to adjust for zero offset voltage. The output of each amplifier is interfaced with the 
micro controllers A/D unit via a 20 pin 'Analog' port. The strain gauges themselves are located on the 
manipulator and are connected to the board via standard six pin female connectors. The board also provides 
power to the manipulator's six servo motors and interfaces their PWM control lines with the micro controller 
board via a 20 pin 'Digital' port. The board is powered by a ±5V supply. 
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Figure 31: Manipulator board connector layout 

 
 

 
 

Figure 32: Manipulator board 

 
 
- Driver Board 
 
The 12V DC motors used were of very high current specifications (7A stall current). This required the use of 
high power motor drive circuitry. Moreover, as mentioned previously, it was decided that the current/torque 
controller would be implemented in hardware in order to ease up on processor load.  
 
We initially planned on using a readymade, specialized 10A H-bridge IC with a built-in integral current 
controller manufactured by the M. S. Kennedy Corporation in Liverpool. Four such IC's were ordered and 
PCB's were made for the purpose of easily interfacing them with the rest of the setup. We later found out that 
these IC's would only be arriving on the 12th of May. So, as an alternative, we decided to construct a driver 
board or our own making use of an op-amp based Hysteresis current controller and two LMD18200 motor 
driver IC's. 
 
Hysteresis Controller: Such a current controller works by simply turning the power supply to a device on or 
off based on the whether the current is above or below a certain threshold range. In electronics, a simple op-
amp based 'Schmidt trigger' circuit does the job. A current sensor measures the amount of current flowing in 
the motor and provides a proportional voltage output. This voltage is then compared with an input reference 
voltage via a simple difference amplifier, and the error is fed into the Schmidt trigger. The resistor values in 
the circuit were chosen carefully so as to maintain the current in the motor at the desired set point with a 
maximum error ±10mA. The sense resistor value of 5k was chosen based on the type of current sensor used 
and the input reference voltage range. A reference voltage range of 0-5V provides a linear output current 
range of 0-6A. 
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National Semiconductor LMD18200 IC: The LMD18200 is a versatile 55V, 12A H-bridge IC. The IC is 
equipped with an onboard current sensor arrangement that outputs approximately 377µA of current per Amp 
of output current. Additional features include intrinsic protection diodes, over-current protection, and a 
thermal sense output pin that provides a digital '1' signal when the thermal limit of the IC has bin reached. 
The IC has three control-signal input pins namely the brake, direction and PWM pins. There are two basic 
modes of operation i.e. 'Sign/Magnitude' mode, and 'Locked Anti-phase' mode. In Sign/Magnitude mode the 
voltage output of one leg of the bridge is held stationary while the average voltage of the other leg of the 
bridge is varied by changing the duty cycle of the input PWM signal. The direction of rotation can be change 
by simply changing the logic on the direction input pin. In Locked Anti-phase mode the PWM input is kept at 
logic 1 and the PWM signal is applied to the direction input. In this mode diametrically opposite pairs of 
switches in the bridge are driven together. This implies that a 50 percent duty cycle means zero average 
output current. Changing the duty cycle of the input PWM signal between 0 and 100 percent causes the 
average output voltage to vary linearly between –Vcc and +Vcc. For our purposes, we found it convenient to 
use the Sign/Magnitude mode of operation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 33: Sign/Magnitude control in the LMD18200 

 
 
The output of the Hysteresis controller was used as a PWM input signal to the diver IC, and is current sense 
output was used to generate the error fed in to the Schmidt trigger. We thus have closed loop operation. An 
input reference voltage controls the current flowing in the DC motors. It was mentioned previously that the 
motors being used have a stall current of around 7A. Since the driver IC being used provides only 3A, two of 
them were connected in parallel to provide a maximum drive current of 6A. 
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Figure 34: Driver board connector layout 
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Figure 35: Driver board 

 
 
- Interface Board 
 
The interface board was designed to provide easy interfacing between the diver board and the micro-
controller board. It also has a port labeled 'motor current' which interfaces the D/A of the micro-controller to 
the driver boards. There are six 3-pin connectors for the potentiometers on the glove and four 3-pin 
connectors for the flex sensors. The board also includes an extra port that can be used for miscellaneous 
digital I/O (e.g. control of LED's). A ±5V supply is required. 
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Figure 36: Interface board connector layout 

 
 

 
 

Figure 37: Interface board 

6.2.4 Power supply 

It's obvious that with so many IC's and motors being used, we require a power supply with a various different 
voltage levels and very high current capabilities. Due to budget limitations, the power supply should also be 
cost-effective. For this purpose we decided to a 300W ATX computer power supply. This supply has output 
voltage levels of ±3.3V, ±5V, and ±12V with a maximum current capability of 8A. We used three such power 
supply's; one to power the manipulator, and two to power the glove. 
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Figure 38: Manipulator box 
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7 Microcontroller cluster implementation 

The microcontroller clusters form the communication and control backbone of the MCAMH system. Each 
microcontroller node in a cluster is responsible for a set of localized functions, based on data, made globally 
available to the entire cluster. One of the main factors behind the choice of the ‘cluster’ architecture, are two 
of the key functional requirements involved in the MCAMH project – speed and correlation. To cite a simple 
example, the control of each joint in a finger on the anthropomorphic manipulator requires a significantly high 
update rate for positioning and force feedback, while at the same time, needs to have some sort of 
correlation with the other joints in the same finger, so that high-tension cables used to control other joints in 
the finger are not disturbed. 
 
The operation of the microcontroller clusters can be broadly divided into the hardware and software 
architecture. In the following sections, the hardware architecture describes the development of the MCAMH 
microcontroller board, with its associated communications interfaces to support the Cluster Distributed 
Computing (CDC) protocol. The software architecture describes the theory behind, and the actual 
implementation of the CDC protocol. It should be noted that the architectures developed at the time of this 
report, are quite simple and do not implement higher forms of fault tolerance. 

7.1 Hardware Architecture 

The hardware architecture of the microcontroller clusters involves two key components – the microcontroller 
nodes (MCAMH board) and the CDC shared communication bus. The first section below – the MCAMH 
board, discusses the architectural design of the board, the components involved and general outlook on 
future expansion. The second section – CDC communication bus, briefly describes the architecture of a 
common CDC communication bus. 

7.1.1 MCAMH board 

The MCAMH board is a microcontroller board, featuring several support ICs, primarily designed to facilitate 
the control of electro-mechanical components in the MCAMH project, in a distributed manner. Two key 
requirements for realizing a truly powerful embedded system are that the MCAMH board should be small 
enough to be mounted on both the anthropomorphic manipulator and the sensor glove, but at the same time, 
should feature enough I/O to support theose devices. Following a series of specification and benchmark 
comparisons between a variety of microcontrollers involving Atmel’s AVR series, Microchip’s PIC series and 
Motorola’s 6812 series, it was eventually decided to use Motorola’s MC68HC912D60A. In addition to 
sporting the fastest A/D unit in its class, the MC68HC912D60A also features advanced EEPROM/memory 
interfacing support and the highest number of multi-purpose I/O ports. A key drawback of the 6812 series 
however, is that it is poorly supported by non-commercial software packages and requires the purchase of 
an external programmer. However, these issues will be discussed in the software support architecture.  
 
The 5 ICs involved in the version of the MCAMH board developed at the time of writing this report are 
National Instruments’ LM340AT-5.0 voltage regulator, Motorola’s MC68HC912D60A microcontroller, 
Maxim’s MAX232A RS-232 serial communication interface, Motorola’s MC33290D ISO-K line transceiver 
and Analog Devices’ AD5336 digital-to-analog converter. Each of these devices’ key features is listed in the 
following table. 
 
 

Device Description MCAMH 
purpose 

Input(s) Output(s) 

Motorola 
MC68HC912D60A Microcontroller 

Data 
processing,  

communication  
and intelligence 

9x 8-bit CMOS 
16x Analog 9x 8-bit CMOS 

Maxim 
MAX232A 

RS-232 serial 
interface 

Convert CMOS 
to RS-232 levels 

2x CMOS 
2x RS-232 

2x RX-232 
2x CMOS 

Motorola ISO-K line Interfacing with 1x CMOS 1x ISO-K 
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MC33290D transceiver a shared CDC 
bus 

1x ISO-K 1x CMOS 

Analog Devices 
AD5336 

Digital-Analog  
converter 

Generate 
analog output 

for current 
controller  

1x 10-bit CMOS 4x Analog 
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Figure 39: Logic organization of components in the MCAMH board 

 
 
The Motorola MC68HC912D60A microcontroller used in the MCAMH board is a part of Motorola’s HC12 
family of 16-bit microcontrollers. Featuring 60Kbytes of Flash EEPROM, 2Kbytes of RAM and 1Kbyte of 
EEPROM, all built into the MCU’s 112-pin TQFP package, the MC68HC912D60A eliminates the need for 
external memory modules, as far as most regular embedded applications are concerned. The MCU also 
features 2 asynchronous serial communication interfaces (SCI) and one serial peripheral interface (SPI), the 
first two of which contribute to serial monitoring and the CDC protocol. A deciding factor which led to the 
selection of Motorola’s HC12 family of microcontrollers (over other microcontrollers in the same class) is its 
dual 8-channel 10-bit analog-to-digital converter, capable of sampling a 10-bit analog input in under 9µs. 
Other MCU features include a 4-channel pulse-width modulator (PWM), an 8-channel timer port and a 
Controller Area Network (CAN) module.  
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Figure 40: Motorola 68HC912D60A microcontroller 112-TQFP package 
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However, despite the expansive I/O port features of the 68HC912D60A, a limiting design factor that had to 
be taken into account while developing the MCAMH board is size. As a result, not all the I/O ports on the 
MCU are bonded out to pin headers on the MCAMH board. Ports E and H, corresponding to the SPI and 
key-wakeup ports respectively, were not connected, in favor ports A and B respectively, both of which, hold 
greater importance in developing a memory bus interface for expansion devices in the future. Other pins 
which were not connected are the memory read/write control lines and 2 unused pins on the SCI port. In 
addition to pins not being bonded out, another design-decision to reduce board size, was the hard-wiring of 
analog voltage reference lines and the use of a non-PLL crystal/clock architecture, which helped to save the 
space that would otherwise have been taken up by pin headers and capacitor wiring layouts respectively. 
The following table lists the pins on the MC68HC912D60A that are bonded out to pin headers on the 
MCAMH board and their respective port names. 
 
 

Port name Pin numbers (112-TQFP) 
Port A/AH/DH 57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64 
Port B/AL/DL 24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31 
Port P / W* 1,2,3,108,109,110,111,112 
Port CAN * 98,99,100,101,102,103,104,105 
Port AD0 69,71,73,75,77,79,81,83 
Port AD1 70,72,74,76,78,80,82,84 
Port G 19,20,21,22,8,9,10,11 
Port T 4,5,6,7,15,16,17,18 

 
 
Moving on to the communication subsystem, the MC68HC912D60A’s first SCI port is connected to the 
Maxim MAX232, which is responsible for converting CMOS level Rx/Tx signals (0 to 5V) to RS-232 level 
Rx/Tx signals (-10 to 10V) based on the EIA/TIA 232-E standard. One of the lowest power chips in its class 
(less than 5µW), the MAX232A also features a second Rx/Tx unit, which, rather than left unconnected, is 
wired to 2 non-SCI pins on the SCI port and can be used for an optional RTS/CTS hardware flow control 
scheme. Both the MAX232A Rx/Tx ports support data rates of up to 200Kbps and the chip typically operates 
at about 4.0 mA. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 41: Maxim MAX232A RS-232 communication IC SO-16 package 

 
 
The MC68HC912D60A’s second SCI port is connected to the Motorola MC33290D, which is an ISO-K line 
serial bus interface chip designed to provide a half-duplex communication interface and is primarily used in 
automotive diagnostic applications. The MC33290D was chosen, because similar to the TTP/A architecture, 
the CDC architecture requires a shared communication bus that is protected against short-circuits and 
provides a simple 3-line bus connection (VCC, GND and Data). The MC33290D derives its robustness from a 
SmartMOS manufacturing process, which incorporates CMOS logic, bipolar/MOS analog circuitry and DMOS 
power FETs.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 42: Motorola MC33290D ISO-K line communication IC SO-8 package 
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Finally, the last IC on the MCAMH board is the Analog Devices AD5336 quad 10-bit Digital-to-Analog 
converter. The AD5336 is responsible for generating the analog voltage output that drives the H-bridge 
current controller ICs required for to control the ungeared DC motors on the sensor glove. Although the 
AD5336 features a comprehensive memory-mappable interface for 16-bit MCUs, the lay out on the MCMAH 
board uses regular mapping through ports A/B to control all the data and address lines on the AD5336. 
Although this involves more processor load than a memory-mapped interface, to control the AD5336, it 
should be noted that in order to enable the memory-mapped interface, the MC68HC912D60A needs to put 
into an extended chip mode (by setting the MODA/MODB pins). Enabling the extended chip mode disables a 
number of ports from the MCU’s conventional memory map (most notably ports A/B, which become 
multiplexed address/data pins). Hence, in order to ensure flexibility, the AD5336 was port-mapped to the 
MCU in the normal mode. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 43: Analog Devices AD5336 Digital-Analog converter IC SO-28 package 

 
 
The following figure describes the pin layout of the MCAMH board. VCC (5V) pins are indicated in red (grey 
on monochrome print) and ground pins are indicated in black. In addition to the eight 8-bit ports with 
accompanying VCC and ground, there are 4 other ports at each corner of the MCAMH board. The CDC port 
in the top-left-hand corner of the MCAMH board, uses a 3-pin connector, while the COM port in the top-right-
hand corner, the D/A port in the bottom-right-hand corner and the BDM port in the bottom-left-hand corner of 
the MCAMH board each uses a 6-pin connector. In the table that follows, pin numbering starts at 0 and 
increases from left-to-right and top-to-bottom. 
 
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PORT A

PORT B

2 1 0
3

D/A

R
B

BDM

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

PORT P / PORT W*

PORT CAN*

V D
CDC

 
 

Figure 44: MCAMH board interface pin layout (Red blocks indicate VCC, Black blocks indicate GND) 

 
 

Port Description Pin layout 
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0 DC input >7.2V 
1 Ground 

V D
CDC

 
CDC 

power/data 2 Half-duplex Data from 0-
V 

0 Channel 1 Transmit 
1 Channel 1 Receive 
2 - 
3 Channel 2 Transmit 
4 Channel 2 Receive 

T1 R1

T2 R2

COM

 

RS-232 serial 
communications 

5 Ground 
0 Analog output C 
1 Analog output B 
2 Analog output A 
3 Analog output D 
4 VCC 

2 1 0
3

D/A

 

AD5336 (D/A) 
analog output 

5 Ground 
 

0 Ground 
1 MCU Reset 
2 VCC 
3 MCU BKGD 
4 - 

R
B

BDM

 

Background 
Debug Mode 

5 - 
 
 
After fabrication and finishing, the MCAMH board’s dimensions stand at under 6x6 cm2, making it one of the 
smallest HC12 microcontroller boards in its class. The board is made of standard 16mm thick FR4 with hot-
air-solder-leveled (HASL) copper tracks from 12mil up to 32mil in width. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 45: MCAMH board size comparison with human hand 

7.1.2 CDC communication bus 

The CDC communication bus serves as the physical representation of the links between the CDC nodes that 
make up a CDC cluster. All nodes in the cluster derive their power from the CDC communication bus’ Vin 
line (at least 7.2V) and share their data through the MC33290D on the CDC communication bus’ Data line. A 
key advantage of such a network is that other devices in the network such as servo motors etc. can also 
derive power from the same bus, given that the charge buffers are designed to support high instantaneous 
power spikes. 
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Figure 46: CDC shared communication bus 

7.2 Cluster Distributed Computing (CDC) Architecture 

The Cluster Distributed Computing Protocol (CDC) forms the backbone of the MCAMH system’s data 
intercommunication system. A rather simplistic version of the TTP/A Time Triggered Protocol, CDC does 
away with several pieces of functionality such as remote commands in TTP/A, to effectively provide faster 
execution and higher data throughput. 
 
A simple CDC network consists of three key components – the CDC master, one or more CDC slaves and 
the CDC shared-communication bus. The CDC master (usually a pseudo-node, as will be explained later) is 
responsible for regulating communication on the CDC bus, by initiating the communication sequence. CDC 
slaves on the other hand, wait for the CDC master to initiate the communication sequence before following 
through with their own data. Since nodes cannot be configured remotely in the CDC protocol, it is imperative 
that all nodes in the network be programmed with the configuration of the current file system implementation 
before connecting all the nodes together. 
 
The following sections will discuss the CDC architecture in 3 fundamental areas – the CDC shared file 
system, the CDC master architecture and the CDC slave architecture. 

7.2.1 CDC shared file system 

The CDC shared file system forms the foundation of the CDC protocol. Unlike conventional asynchronous 
communication protocols, which suffer from relatively huge latency when large amounts of data need to be 
accessed in real time; the CDC protocol features a synchronous shared file system. Each group of 
microcontroller nodes accessing a single shared file system will therefore be referred to as a cluster of 
microcontrollers (hence the name, Cluster Distributed Computing). Each cluster may be envisioned as a 
group of nodes sharing a single file system resource seemingly integrated into each node’s local memory 
space. The advantage of such a representation, is that nodes are relieved of the overhead involved in 
requesting data from other nodes, but instead have up-to-date information available at high update-
frequencies. 
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Figure 47: Single cluster logical architecture 

 
 
Greater advantages of CDC can be achieved when implemented in the multiple cluster architecture (which 
could not be tested in the MCAMH project due to the shortage of microcontroller boards). For example, in the 
aforementioned scenario, imagine that CDC slave nodes 1, 2 and 4 perform a given function collectively, 
while CDC slave nodes 3, 5 and 6 perform another given function collectively, with only a relatively limited 
amount of data being exchanged between the two functions. It is difficult to see the actual advantage of such 
an implementation given the small number of nodes in this scenario and the overhead of CDC master 
initiation. However, if the number of nodes in each function increased to a significantly large number, then 
the overhead involved in CDC master initiation would be overcome. 
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Figure 48: Multiple cluster pseudo-logical and logical architecture 
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The actual representation of the file system at the physical level may either take the form of serial (UART) 
data or byte-wide parallel data. The MCAMH implementation of the CDC protocol uses the serial (UART) 
data format for CDC bus communication, where the file system is transmitted byte-by-byte on a serial data 
line. A collection of bytes (of a fixed number and/or size) will be referred to as a file (within the frame of 
reference of the nodes) or as a CDC-data-sequence (within the frame of reference of the system). Each 
sequence has a fixed upper time limit per byte, as determined by the baud rate at which the serial data is 
transmitted and the appropriate inter-byte timing gaps. A very important aspect of CDC data sequences is 
the master initiation process, failing which, none of the CDC slave nodes on a file system will be able to 
communicate. Complicated as it may sound, the master initiation process simply requires that  CDC master 
node initiate the local file system by transmitting an identifying byte on the shared bus, so all the other nodes 
will be able to identify their local file system, synchronize to the master signal and communicate in 
synchronization. In the following diagram, CDC sequence byte 00 refers to (and will henceforth refer to) the 
master initiation byte. 
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ataDCDC
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CDC

 
 

Figure 49: CDC shared file system bus communication 

7.2.2 Master node architecture 

The CDC master node is the most important node in the CDC shared file system. In addition to any other 
functions that it may perform, the master’s primary responsibility is regulating bus synchronization. When the 
master starts up for the first time, it performs a set of initialization routines and then listens to the CDC bus 
for signs of any communication activity. The master node waits until all communication activity on the local 
bus ceases for a time equivalent to the transmission of at least 4 data bytes before it can continue. This time 
will henceforth be referred to as the file system startup time. Once all activity on the bus ceases (according to 
the conditions set in the previous step), the master initializes the local file system by transmitting a master 
initiation byte on the local CDC bus. In the version of CDC developed at the time of writing this report, the 
master initiation byte consisted of a unique 8-bit file system identifier and its associated even-parity bit. In a 
scheme similar to that used in the TTP/A architecture, the master initiation byte and regular data bytes on the 
bus feature different parity formats, to provide a simple, low-level distinction between the two data formats. 
 
Once the master initiation byte has been sent, the master synchronizes with the edge of the first transmitted 
data bit and waits for a time equivalent to the transmission of the number of bytes in the file system and the 
initiation byte, at the prevailing baud rate. This time will henceforth be referred to as the data sequence time, 
and is measured as the theoretical time from the first edge of the transmission of the master initiation byte to 
the last edge of the transmission of the last byte in the file system. The master may be modified at a later 
stage to perform additional activities instead of simply waiting for the entire data sequence (however, that 
has not been implemented in the default configuration). Once the aforementioned data sequence time has 
elapsed, the master returns to its initial state, but instead of waiting for the file system startup time, it waits for 
a relatively shorter time of 2 data bytes. This time will henceforth be known as the inter-sequence gap time. If 
no transmissions occur on the bus for the period of the inter-sequence gap time, the master once again 
transmits the master initiation byte and the sequence goes on. 
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Figure 50: CDC master node operation flowchart 

7.2.3 Slave node architecture 

CDC slave nodes are less-critical nodes than the CDC master, in that the local file system will continue to 
operate even if one or more slaves fail to work (subject to the condition that their failure does not imply 
corruption of data on the CDC shared bus i.e. a slave malfunction). While each CDC slave may perform a 
variety of auxiliary interface functions, its primary responsibility is synchronizing with the CDC bus and 
reading/writing data from/to the shared bus, as and when determined by the file system configuration.  
 
When a slave starts up for the first time, it performs a set of initialization routines and then listens to the CDC 
bus for signs of any communication activity. The slave node waits until all communication activity on the local 
bus ceases for a time equivalent to the transmission of at least 2 data bytes before it can continue (inter-
sequence gap timing). Once all activity on the bus ceases for the aforementioned time, the slave 
synchronizes itself to the master initiation byte, as and when it appears on the bus. If the master initiation 
byte corresponds to the local file system identifier that the slave was designed to contribute to, it begins by 
synchronizing itself with the master initiation byte. However, if the master initiation byte does not correspond 
to the value expected by the slave node, it returns to the wait state for an appropriate master initiation byte. 
 
Once synchronized with the appropriate master initiation byte, the CDC slave performs a pre-determined set 
of activities on the shared CDC bus as stored in the local file system definition. A slave may either 
synchronize with a random data byte in the file system, or read data or write data or perform no action (idle). 
The timing of each of these actions is based on the configured baud rate and the master synchronization 
process. It should be noted that data written to the bus by any slave or master node, other than the master 
initiation byte, follows the odd-parity scheme, in order to enhance distinction between the two data formats. 
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Figure 51: CDC slave node operation flowchart 

7.3 Software Support Architecture 

7.3.1 Compiling code and programming the 68HC12  

Most, if not all the software code for the 68HC12 microcontroller used in the MCAMH board was written in C 
and compiled using the GNU GCC compiler for the 68HC1X series of microcontrollers. Though apparently 
simple and supposedly user-friendly, GNU GCC’s 68HC1X distribution for the windows platform is 
accompanied by poor documentation and required a significant amount of trial-and-error testing to 
successfully generate code for the 68HC12 microcontroller. Some of the key difficulties faced, were in the 
areas of memory map organization and interrupt handler definitions. 
 
Once the executable code for the 68HC12 microcontroller was compiled, the next step was to download the 
compiled binary code to the microcontroller. A number of attempts were made to use the M68EVB912B32 
evaluation board to program the MCAMH board’s M68HC912D60A microcontroller. However, they were all 
unsuccessful, as Motorola had revised the Flash EEPROM programming algorithm for the ‘A’ suffix series of 
68HC12 microcontrollers and hadn’t released a relevant update for the ‘D-Bug 12’ programmer software for 
the M68EVB912B32. Nevertheless, after reviewing a number of third-party programming tools, it was found 
that the BDM-12 programmer kit (manufactured by Kevin Ross) and the NoICE In-Circuit-Emulation software 
package was the best solution. The programmer kit was successfully tested with the MCAMH board and was 
able to successfully program/debug the board’s operation in real-time. 
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Figure 52: NoICE screenshot programming the 68HC12 

 

 
Figure 53: Kevin Ross BDM-12 programmer 
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8 Experimentation and testing 

8.1 MCAMH board performance tests 

A number of simple, yet critical performance tests were performed on the MCAMH board’s 68HC12 
microcontroller board, to verify its operation and adherence to specifications. Most, if not all the tests were 
based on digital oscilloscope observations, the results of which are listed below. The test results were 
compared with the technical specifications listed in the M68HC912D60A reference guide. 

8.1.1 Clock signals 
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Figure 54: Crystal input to XTAL on MC68HC912D60A 
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Figure 55: E-clock output from MC68HC912D60A 
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8.2 CDC protocol simulation 

Before the CDC protocol could actually be implemented on the MCAMH 68HC12 board, it was necessary to 
test the protocol in a software simulation environment. Two important factors that had to be taken into 
consideration while designing the simulation software, were that the simulation should support at least 7-
nodes in any given cluster and should have no form of timing synchronization (implicit or explicit) between 
any of the nodes in the network, except through the shared CDC bus simulation. 
 
Accordingly, a set of C programs were written for the CDC protocol simulation (the source code is 
documented in the appendix). The following screenshots show the performance of the system in a typical 
scenario, with 6 slaves (each transmitting a consistent set of data bytes – 12, 34, 56, 78, 9A or BC). Owing to 
the high simulated data rate and simultaneous resource sharing restrictions in the windows platform, a 
number of data synchronization failures were recorded at various points (indicated by an asterisk), but none 
lasted more than 2 data cycles, for which the master and other nodes in the network were able to buffer old 
data values. It should be noted that the slaves in this experiment were designed only to generate data on the 
CDC bus and not read any off the CDC bus. 
 
 

 
Figure 56: CDC protocol simulation master 

 
 

 
Figure 57: CDC protocol simulation slave (random) 

 
 

 
Figure 58: CDC protocol simulation bus viewer 
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9 Conclusions 

After two academic semesters of research and development, a cost-effective technology demonstrator was 
successfully designed to bring together the concepts of anthropomorphic manipulators, real time distributed 
processing networks for microcontrollers and haptic feedback.  
 
A sensor glove was successfully designed to measure the movement of a human hand to 3 degrees of 
freedom (2 at the MCP joint and 1 at the IP joint). Position sensor and force feedback mechanisms were also 
designed and tested using high-precision potentiometers and H-bridge current controllers respectively. 
 
A microcontroller node was successfully designed around the Motorola MC68HC912D60A microcontroller, 
with several support ICs for the MCAMH project. A Cluster Distributed Computing protocol (CDC) was also 
designed and simulated on software (due to the unavailability of certain critical hardware components).  
 
Finally, an anthropomorphic manipulator was designed to perform 3 degrees of freedom of the human hand, 
per finger. The design turned out to be compact and light enough to be mounted on a larger industry-
standard manipulator through a wrist interface. Each joint was individually calibrated and integrated with a 
tendon-like actuation mechanism that accurately responds to position data delivered to the servo motors.  
 
The research in this project will help to lay the foundation for a variety of industrial applications such as 
modular programming of complex machines, bionic limbs and next-generation assembly line infrastructure. 
Furthermore, the immediate applications of the project range from high-precision tele-surgery to 
experimentation in hazardous environments. Cost-effectiveness aside, a key design principle that will be 
stressed throughout the project is ease of expandability. It is foreseeable, that in the future various 
anthropomorphic manipulators can be assembled together to bring about a fully functional anthropomorphic 
robot. 
 
The two key advantages of this project, as seen over similar projects in operation around the world are its 
comparatively low cost and ease of large-scale expansion/integration. Key technical limitations that 
prevented the comprehensive completion of the project lie in the unavailability of critical components such as 
the current controller and ISO-k line transceiver.  
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11 Appendix 

11.1 Mechanical part and assembly drawings 

11.1.1 Anthropomorphic manipulator 

 
 

Figure 59: Finger assembly 

 
 

 
 

Figure 60: Finger IP/DIP links plate 

 
 

 
 

Figure 61: Finger MCP joint part 1 
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Figure 62: Finger MCP joint part 2 

 
 

 
 

Figure 63: Finger IP/DIP link 

 
 

 
 

Figure 64: Finger pulleys 
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Figure 65: Palm plate with base mount 

11.1.2 Sensor glove 

 
 

Figure 66: Bridge housing at IP/DIP/MCP joints 
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Figure 67: Thumb-index finger joint 

 
 

 
 

Figure 68: Bridge links 

 
 

 
 

Figure 69: Bridge link positioning 
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11.2 Electrical and control system interface board schematics and layouts 

11.2.1 Driver board 

 
 

Figure 70: Driver board schematic 

 
 

 
Figure 71: Driver board layout 
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11.2.2 Interface board 

 
 

Figure 72: Interface board schematic 

 
 

 
 

Figure 73: Interface board layout 
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11.2.3 Manipulator board 

 
 

Figure 74: Amplifier board schematic 

 
 

 
 

Figure 75: Amplifier board layout 
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11.3 MCAMH board schematic and layout 

 
 

Figure 76: MCAMH board schematic 

 
 

 
Figure 77: MCAMH Board layout (top) 
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Figure 78: MCAMH board layout (bottom) 

11.4 CDC Protocol simulation source code 

CDC_master.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// GLOBAL VARIABLES                                                        // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
cdc_file system_ cdc_file system [FILE SYSTEM_SIZE] = 
{ 
 {FILE SYSTEM_MASTERSYNC , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_READ   , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_READ  , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_READ   , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_READ  , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_READ   , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_READ  , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE  , 0x00} 
}; 
 
 
 
CDC_master.cpp 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define NETWORK_ID   0xAA     //network file system id 
#define NODE_TYPE   MASTER     //function as a master 
#define FILE SYSTEM_SIZE  8     //local file system size 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// HEADER FILES                                                            // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include "cdc\cdc_winx.h"       //cdc support for winxx 
#include "cdc\cdc_d001.h"       //cdc version 001 
#include "cdc_master.h"       //localfile system  
#include "cdc\cdc_p001.h"       //cdc version 001 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void userfunction_init () 
{ 
 printf("\nCDC Master active (hit a key to stop if idle)\n"); 
} 
 
void userfunction_idle (int file system_byte) 
{ 
 if (file system_byte==7) 
 { 
  printf ("\nFILE SYSTEM: "); 
  for (int i=0;i<FILE SYSTEM_SIZE;i++) 
  { 
   printf("%02X",cdc_file system[i].data); 
   if (cdc_file system_updated[i]==NEWLY_UPDATED) 
   { 
    printf("  "); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    printf("* "); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 if (kbhit()) 
 { 
  exit(0); 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
CDC_slave.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// GLOBAL VARIABLES                                                        // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
cdc_file system_ cdc_file system [FILE SYSTEM_SIZE] = 
{ 
 {FILE SYSTEM_MASTERSYNC , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_WRITE   , 0x12}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE  , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE   , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE  , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE   , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE   , 0x00}, 
 {FILE SYSTEM_IDLE  , 0x00} 
}; 
 
 
 
CDC_slave.cpp 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define NETWORK_ID   0xAA     //network file system id 
#define NODE_TYPE   SLAVE     //function as a slave 
#define FILE SYSTEM_SIZE  8     //file system size 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// HEADER FILES                                                            // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include "cdc\cdc_winx.h"       //cdc support for winxx 
#include "cdc\cdc_d001.h"       //cdc version 001 
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#include "cdc_slv1.h"        //file system definition 
#include "cdc\cdc_p001.h"       //cdc version 001 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void userfunction_init () 
{ 
 printf("\nCDC Slave1 active (hit a key to stop if idle)\n"); 
} 
 
void userfunction_idle (int file system_byte) 
{ 
 if (file system_byte==7) 
 { 
  printf ("\nFILE SYSTEM: "); 
  for (int i=0;i<FILE SYSTEM_SIZE;i++) 
  { 
   printf("%02X",cdc_file system[i].data); 
   if (cdc_file system_updated[i]==NEWLY_UPDATED) 
   { 
    printf("  "); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    printf("* "); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 if (kbhit()) 
 { 
  exit(0); 
 } 
} 
 
 
 
 
CDC_viewer.cpp 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define CDC_BUS_FILE   "CDC_BUS.$$$"     //simulate cdc bus 
#define CDC_PULSE_WIDTH 2      //cdc data rate 
#define SCREEN_FIXED  0x00      //data dump rate 
#define SCREEN_DEBUG  0x01      //data dump 
#define MODE   SCREEN_FIXED 
 
#define SCREEN_WIDTH  79 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// HEADER FILES                                                            // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#include <time.h>           
    //header file for accessing tim functions 
#include <fstream.h>           
   //header file for file i/o 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// TYPE DEFINITIONS                                                        // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
typedef unsigned char uint8;          
  //8-bit data 
typedef unsigned char bit;          
   //1-bit data 
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// GLOBAL VARIABLES                                                        // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
fstream cdc_bus;           
    //filestream 
clock_t next;            
    //timing for next bit on cdc bus 
#if (MODE==SCREEN_FIXED) 
 uint8 cdc_bus_buffer[SCREEN_WIDTH]; 
 uint8 bus_buffer_ptr; 
 uint8 i; 
 uint8 tcolor; 
#endif 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void main () 
{ 
 clrscr(); 
 printf("\nCDC Bus Viewer (hit a key to stop)\n\n"); 
 bit data; 
 next=clock()+CDC_PULSE_WIDTH; 
 #if (MODE==SCREEN_FIXED) 
  for (i=0;i<SCREEN_WIDTH;i++) 
  { 
   cdc_bus_buffer[i]='_'; 
  } 
  bus_buffer_ptr=0; 
 #endif 
 while (!kbhit()) 
 { 
  while (clock()<next); 
  next+=CDC_PULSE_WIDTH; 
  cdc_bus.open(CDC_BUS_FILE,ios::in); 
  cdc_bus>>data; 
  cdc_bus.close(); 
  #if (MODE==SCREEN_DEBUG) 
   switch (data) 
   { 
    case 0: 
     printf("_"); 
     break; 
    case 1: 
     printf("Ä"); 
     break; 
    default: 
     printf(" "); 
     break; 
   } 
  #elif (MODE==SCREEN_FIXED) 
   switch (data) 
   { 
    case 0: 
     cdc_bus_buffer[bus_buffer_ptr]='_'; 
     break; 
    case 1: 
     cdc_bus_buffer[bus_buffer_ptr]='Ä'; 
     break; 
    default: 
     cdc_bus_buffer[bus_buffer_ptr]=' '; 
     break; 
   } 
   bus_buffer_ptr=(bus_buffer_ptr+1)%SCREEN_WIDTH; 
   gotoxy(1,5); 
   for (i=bus_buffer_ptr;i<SCREEN_WIDTH;i++) 
   { 
    textcolor((tcolor=((tcolor==0x02)?0x08:0x02))); 
    cprintf("%c",cdc_bus_buffer[i]); 
   } 
   for (i=0;i<bus_buffer_ptr;i++) 
   { 
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    textcolor((tcolor=((tcolor==0x02)?0x08:0x02))); 
    cprintf("%c",cdc_bus_buffer[i]); 
   } 
  #endif 
 } 
} 
 

11.5 GCC programming files for the MCAMH board 

11.5.1 GCC configuration script 

m68hc12elf.x 
 
OUTPUT_FORMAT("elf32-m68hc12", "elf32-m68hc12","elf32-m68hc12") 
OUTPUT_ARCH(m68hc12) 
ENTRY(_start) 
MEMORY 
{ 
  page0 (rwx) : ORIGIN = 0x0, LENGTH = 256 
  text  (rx)  : ORIGIN = 0x08000, LENGTH = 0x7780 
  data        : ORIGIN = 0x00800, LENGTH = 0x0200 
} 
PROVIDE (_stack = 0x00C00); 
vectors_addr = 0x0F7D0; 
 

11.5.2 MCAMH header libraries 

MC68HC912D60A.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define PORTA  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0000) 
#define PORTB  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0001) 
#define DDRA  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0002) 
#define DDRB  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0003) 
#define PORTE  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0008) 
#define DDRE  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0009) 
#define PEAR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x000A) 
#define MODE  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x000B) 
#define PUCR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x000C) 
#define RDRIV  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x000D) 
#define INITRM  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0010) 
#define INITRG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0011) 
#define INITEE  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0012) 
#define MISC  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0013) 
#define RTICTL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0014) 
#define RTIFLG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0015) 
#define COPCTL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0016) 
#define COPRST  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0017) 
#define INTCR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x001E) 
#define HPRIO  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x001F) 
#define BRKCT0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0020) 
#define BRKCT1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0021) 
#define BRKAH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0022) 
#define BRKAL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0023) 
#define BRKDH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0024) 
#define BRKDL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0025) 
#define PORTG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0028) 
#define PORTH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0029) 
#define DDRG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x002A) 
#define DDRH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x002B) 
#define KWIEG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x002C) 
#define KWIEH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x002D) 
#define KWIFG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x002E) 
#define KWIFH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x002F) 
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#define SYNR   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0038) 
#define REFDV   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0039) 
#define PLLFLG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x003B) 
#define PLLCR   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x003C) 
#define CLKSEL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x003D) 
#define SLOW   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x003E) 
#define PWCLK   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0040) 
#define PWPOL   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0041) 
#define PWEN   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0042) 
#define PWPRES  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0043) 
#define PWSCAL0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0044) 
#define PWSCNT0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0045) 
#define PWSCAL1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0046) 
#define PWSCNT1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0047) 
#define PWCNT0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0048) 
#define PWCNT1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0049) 
#define PWCNT2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x004A) 
#define PWCNT3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x004B) 
#define PWPER0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x004C) 
#define PWPER1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x004D) 
#define PWPER2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x004E) 
#define PWPER3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x004F) 
#define PWDTY0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0050) 
#define PWDTY1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0051) 
#define PWDTY2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0052) 
#define PWDTY3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0053) 
#define PWCTL   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0054) 
#define PWTST   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0055) 
#define PORTP   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0056) 
#define DDRP   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0057) 
#define ATD0CTL0 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0060) 
#define ATD0CTL1 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0061) 
#define ATD0CTL2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0062) 
#define ATD0CTL3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0063) 
#define ATD0CTL4  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0064) 
#define ATD0CTL5  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0065) 
#define ATD0STAT0 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0066) 
#define ATD0STAT1 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0067) 
#define ATD0TESTH *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0068) 
#define ATD0TESTL *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0069) 
#define PORTAD0 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x006F) 
#define ADR00H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0070) 
#define ADR00L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0071) 
#define ADR01H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0072) 
#define ADR01L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0073) 
#define ADR02H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0074) 
#define ADR02L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0075) 
#define ADR03H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0076) 
#define ADR03L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0077) 
#define ADR04H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0078) 
#define ADR04L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0079) 
#define ADR05H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x007A) 
#define ADR05L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x007B) 
#define ADR06H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x007C) 
#define ADR06L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x007D) 
#define ADR07H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x007E) 
#define ADR07L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x007F) 
#define TIOS   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0080) 
#define CFORC   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0081) 
#define OC7M   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0082) 
#define OC7D   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0083) 
#define TCNT  *(volatile short int *)(0x0084)   //16-bit register 
#define TCNT_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0084)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TCNT_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0085)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TSCR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0086) 
#define TQCR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0087) 
#define TCTL1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0088) 
#define TCTL2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0089) 
#define TCTL3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x008A) 
#define TCTL4  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x008B) 
#define TMSK1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x008C) 
#define TMSK2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x008D) 
#define TFLG1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x008E) 
#define TFLG2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x008F) 
#define TC0  *(volatile short int *)(0x0090)   //16-bit register 
#define TC0_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0090)   //_H suffix for 8-bit  
#define TC0_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0091)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC1  *(volatile short int *)(0x0092)   //16-bit register 
#define TC1_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0092)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
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#define TC1_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0093)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC2  *(volatile short int *)(0x0094)   //16-bit register 
#define TC2_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0094)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC2_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0095)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC3  *(volatile short int *)(0x0096)   //16-bit register 
#define TC3_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0096)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC3_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0097)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC4  *(volatile short int *)(0x0098)   //16-bit register 
#define TC4_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0098)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC4_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0099)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC5  *(volatile short int *)(0x009A)   //16-bit register 
#define TC5_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x009A)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC5_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x009B)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC6  *(volatile short int *)(0x009C)   //16-bit register 
#define TC6_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x009C)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC6_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x009D)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC7  *(volatile short int *)(0x009E)   //16-bit register 
#define TC7_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x009E)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC7_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x009F)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define PACTL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A0) 
#define PAFLG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A1) 
#define PACN3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A2) 
#define PACN2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A3) 
#define PACN1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A4) 
#define PACN0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A5) 
#define MCCTL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A6) 
#define MCFLG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A7) 
#define ICPACR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A8) 
#define DLYCT  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00A9) 
#define ICOVW  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00AA) 
#define ICSYS  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00AB) 
#define TIMTST  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00AD) 
#define PORTT   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00AE) 
#define DDRT   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00AF) 
#define PBCTL   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B0) 
#define PBFLG   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B1) 
#define PA3H   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B2) 
#define PA2H   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B3) 
#define PA1H   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B4) 
#define PA0H   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B5) 
#define MCCNTH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B6) 
#define MCCNTL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B7) 
#define TC0H  *(volatile short int *)(0x00B8)   //16-bit register 
#define TC0H_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B8)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC0H_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00B9)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC1H  *(volatile short int *)(0x00BA)   //16-bit register 
#define TC1H_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00BA)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC1H_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00BB)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC2H  *(volatile short int *)(0x00BC)   //16-bit register 
#define TC2H_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00BC)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC2H_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00BD)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC3H  *(volatile short int *)(0x00BE)   //16-bit register 
#define TC3H_H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00BE)   //_H suffix for 8-bit 
#define TC3H_L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00BF)   //_L suffix for 8-bit 
#define SC0BDH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C0) 
#define SC0BDL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C1) 
#define SC0CR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C2) 
#define SC0CR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C3) 
#define SC0SR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C4) 
#define SC0SR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C5) 
#define SC0DRH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C6) 
#define SC0DRL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C7) 
#define SC1BDH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C8) 
#define SC1BDL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00C9) 
#define SC1CR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00CA) 
#define SC1CR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00CB) 
#define SC1SR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00CC) 
#define SC1SR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00CD) 
#define SC1DRH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00CE) 
#define SC1DRL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00CF) 
#define SP0CR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D0) 
#define SP0CR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D1) 
#define SP0BR   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D2) 
#define SP0SR   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D3) 
#define SP0DR   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D5) 
#define PORTS   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D6) 
#define DDRS   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D7) 
#define PURDS   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00D9) 
#define EEDIVH  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00EE) 
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#define EEDIVL  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00EF) 
#define EEMCR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F0) 
#define EEPROT  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F1) 
#define EEPROG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F3) 
#define FEE32LCK *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F4) 
#define FEE32MCR *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F5) 
#define FEE32CTL *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F7) 
#define FEE28LCK *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F8) 
#define FEE28MCR *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00F9) 
#define FEE28CTL *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x00FB) 
#define CMCR0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0100) 
#define CMCR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0101) 
#define CBTR0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0102) 
#define CBTR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0103) 
#define CRFLG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0104) 
#define CRIER  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0105) 
#define CTFLG  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0106) 
#define CTCR   *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0107) 
#define CIDAC  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0108) 
#define CRXERR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x010E) 
#define CTXERR  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x010F) 
#define CIDAR0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0110) 
#define CIDAR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0111) 
#define CIDAR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0112) 
#define CIDAR3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0113) 
#define CIDMR0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0114) 
#define CIDMR1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0115) 
#define CIDMR2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0116) 
#define CIDMR3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0117) 
#define CIDAR4  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0118) 
#define CIDAR5  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x0119) 
#define CIDAR6  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x011A) 
#define CIDAR7  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x011B) 
#define CIDMR4  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x011C) 
#define CIDMR5  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x011D) 
#define CIDMR6  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x011E) 
#define CIDMR7  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x011F) 
#define PCTLCAN *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x013D) 
#define PORTCAN *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x013E) 
#define DDRCAN  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x013F) 
#define ATD1CTL0  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E0) 
#define ATD1CTL1  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E1) 
#define ATD1CTL2  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E2) 
#define ATD1CTL3  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E3) 
#define ATD1CTL4  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E4) 
#define ATD1CTL5  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E5) 
#define ATD1STAT0 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E6) 
#define ATD1STAT1 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E7) 
#define ATD1TESTH *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E8) 
#define ATD1TESTL *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01E9) 
#define PORTAD1 *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01EF) 
#define ADR10H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F0) 
#define ADR10L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F1) 
#define ADR11H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F2) 
#define ADR11L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F3) 
#define ADR12H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F4) 
#define ADR12L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F5) 
#define ADR13H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F6) 
#define ADR13L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F7) 
#define ADR14H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F8) 
#define ADR14L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01F9) 
#define ADR15H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01FA) 
#define ADR15L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01FB) 
#define ADR16H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01FC) 
#define ADR16L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01FD) 
#define ADR17H  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01FE) 
#define ADR17L  *(volatile unsigned char *)(0x01FF) 
 
 
 
typedefs.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// TYPE DEFINITIONS                                                        // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
typedef unsigned char uint8;       //8-bit data 
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typedef unsigned short int uint16;      //16-bit data 
 
 
 
interrupts.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
typedef void (* interrupt_handler_) (void);     //FUNCTION PROTOTYPE 
 
void no_handler() __attribute__((interrupt));    //EMPTY INTERRUPT HANDLER 
void no_handler() 
{ 
} 
 
 
 
sci.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define SCI_9600  0x0036 
#define SCI_NOPARITY  0x04      //USED TO BE 0x00 
#define SCI_EVENPARITY  0x06 
#define SCI_ODDPARITY  0x07 
#define SCI_NEWLINE  10 
#define SCI_CARRIAGE_RETURN 13 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void sci_init (uint16 sci_speed,uint8 sci_parity)    //INITIALIZE SCI 
{ 
 #ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
  SC0BD=sci_speed; 
  SC0CR1=sci_parity; 
  SC0CR2=0x0C; 
 #endif 
 #ifdef MC68HC912D60A_H 
  SC0BD=sci_speed; 
  SC0CR1=sci_parity; 
  SC0CR2=0x0C; 
 #endif 
} 
 
uint8 sci_receive_char ()       //RECEIVE A uint8  
{ 
 uint8 message; 
 #ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
  while ((SC0SR1&0x20)==0); 
  message=SC0DRL; 
 #endif 
 #ifdef MC68HC912D60A_H 
  while ((SC0SR1&0x20)==0); 
  message=SC0DRL; 
 #endif 
 return(message); 
} 
 
void sci_send_char (uint8 character)      //SEND A uint8 
{ 
 #ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
  while ((SC0SR1&0x80)==0); 
  SC0DRL=character; 
 #endif 
 #ifdef MC68HC912D60A_H 
  while ((SC0SR1&0x80)==0); 
  SC0DRL=character; 
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 #endif 
} 
 
void sci_send_string (uint8 message[])     //SEND uint8 ARRAY  

         //TERMINATED BY A 0x00  
{ 
 uint8 i=0; 
 while (message[i]!=0) 
 { 
  sci_send_char(message[i]); 
  i++; 
 } 
} 
 
void sci_send_uint8 (uint8 number)      //SEND A uint8 
{ 
 sci_send_char((number/100)+48); 
 sci_send_char(((number/10)%10)+48); 
 sci_send_char((number%10)+48); 
} 
 
void sci_send_uint16 (uint16 number)      //SEND A uint16 
{ 
 sci_send_char((number/10000)+48); 
 sci_send_char(((number/1000)%10)+48); 
 sci_send_char(((number/100)%10)+48); 
 sci_send_char(((number/10)%10)+48); 
 sci_send_char((number%10)+48); 
} 
 
 
 
 
pwm_sp.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define PWM_SP_6CH  6      //6 CHANNELS ENABLED  
#define PWM_SP_SERVO    0xB000      //SUITABLE FOR FUTABA  
#define PWM_SP_SERVO_MIN 0x0831      //MINIMUM FOR FUTABA 
#define PWM_SP_SERVO_MAX 0x1062      //MAXIMUM FOR FUTABA 
 
#ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
 #define PWM_SP_0_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC0 
 #define PWM_SP_1_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC1 
 #define PWM_SP_2_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC2 
 #define PWM_SP_3_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC3 
 #define PWM_SP_4_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC4 
 #define PWM_SP_5_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC5 
 #ifndef PWM_SP_6CH       //CHECK FOR 6 CHANNELS 
  #define PWM_SP_6_HIGH *(volatile short int *) &TC6 
 #endif 
#endif 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void pwm_sp_init (uint16 total_time)      //INITIALIZE SPECIAL PWM 
{ 
 #ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
  #ifndef PWM_SP_6CH      //CHECK FOR 6 CHANNELS 
  TMSK1=0x00;       //DISABLE INTERRUPTS 
   TMSK2=0x0A;      //SET PRESCALER TO ECLK/4 
   TCTL1=0xAA;      //CLEAR TOCx ON COMPARE 
   TCTL2=0xAA;      //CLEAR TOCx ON COMPARE 
   TIOS=0xFF;       //ENABLES TOCx 
   OC7M=0x7F;      //FORCES PORTT TO OUTPUT 
   OC7D=0x7F;      //DATA TO TOCx ON TOC7 
  #else 
   TMSK1=TMSK1&0x40;     //DISABLE INTERRUPTS  
   TMSK2=0x0A;      //SET PRESCALER TO ECLK/4 
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   TCTL1=(TCTL1|0x8A)&0xBA;    //CLEAR TOCx ON COMPARE
   TCTL2=0xAA;      //CLEAR TOCx ON COMPARE 
   TIOS=TIOS|0xBF;      //ENABLES TOCx  
   OC7M=(OC7M|0x3F)&0x7F;     //FORCES PORTT TO OUTPUT 
   OC7D=(OC7D|0x3F)&0x7F;     //DATA TO TOCx ON TOC7 
  #endif 
  TC0=0x0000;       //TC0<TC7 .. DUTY=TC0/TC7 
  TC1=0x0000;       //TC1<TC7 .. DUTY=TC1/TC7 
  TC2=0x0000;       //TC2<TC7 .. DUTY=TC2/TC7 
  TC3=0x0000;       //TC3<TC7 .. DUTY=TC3/TC7
  TC4=0x0000;       //TC4<TC7 .. DUTY=TC4/TC7 
  TC5=0x0000;       //TC5<TC7 .. DUTY=TC5/TC7 
  #ifndef PWM_SP_6CH      //CHECK FOR 6 CHANNELS  
   TC6=0x0000;      //TC6<TC7 .. DUTY=TC6/TC7 
  #endif 
  TC7=total_time; 
  TSCR=0x80;        //ENABLE TIMER 
 #endif 
} 
 
 
 
adc.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
 
#ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
 #define ADC_00  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX0 
 #define ADC_01  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX1 
 #define ADC_02  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX2 
 #define ADC_03  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX3 
 #define ADC_04  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX4 
 #define ADC_05  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX5 
 #define ADC_06  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX6 
 #define ADC_07  *(volatile short int *) &ADRX7 
 #define ADC_10_FAST 0x81 
 #define ADC_10_SLOW 0xE1  
#endif 
#ifdef MC68HC912D60A_H 
 #define ADC_00  *(volatile short int *) &ADR00 
 #define ADC_01  *(volatile short int *) &ADR01 
 #define ADC_02  *(volatile short int *) &ADR02 
 #define ADC_03  *(volatile short int *) &ADR03 
 #define ADC_04  *(volatile short int *) &ADR04 
 #define ADC_05  *(volatile short int *) &ADR05 
 #define ADC_06  *(volatile short int *) &ADR06 
 #define ADC_07  *(volatile short int *) &ADR07 
 #define ADC_10  *(volatile short int *) &ADR10 
 #define ADC_11  *(volatile short int *) &ADR11 
 #define ADC_12  *(volatile short int *) &ADR12 
 #define ADC_13  *(volatile short int *) &ADR13 
 #define ADC_14  *(volatile short int *) &ADR14 
 #define ADC_15  *(volatile short int *) &ADR15 
 #define ADC_16  *(volatile short int *) &ADR16 
 #define ADC_17  *(volatile short int *) &ADR17 
 #define ADC_10_FAST 0x81 
 #define ADC_10_SLOW 0xE1  
#endif 
#define ADC_RIGHT_JUSTIFY(adc_xx) ((uint16)((adc_xx>>6)&0x03FF)) 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void adc_init (uint8 adc_mode) 
{ 
 #ifdef M68HC12B32_H 
  ATD0CTL2=0x80; 
  ATD0CTL3=0x00; 
  ATD0CTL4=adc_mode; 
  ATD0CTL5=0x70; 
 #endif 
 #ifdef MC68HC912D60A_H 
  ATD0CTL2=0x90; 
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  ATD1CTL2=0x90; 
  ATD0CTL3=0x00; 
  ATD1CTL3=0x00; 
  ATD0CTL4=adc_mode; 
  ATD1CTL4=adc_mode; 
  ATD0CTL5=0x70; 
  ATD1CTL5=0x70; 
 #endif 
} 
 
 
 
ad5336.h 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// DEFINITIONS                                                             // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
#define AD5336_A 0x0018 
#define AD5336_B 0x0038 
#define AD5336_C 0x0058 
#define AD5336_D 0x0078 
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// FUNCTIONS                                                               // 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
void ad5336_init ()        //INITIALIZE AD5336 CHIP 
{ 
 #ifdef MC68HC912D60A_H 
  DDRA=0xFF; 
  DDRB=0xFF; 
  PORTAB=0x0008;       //INIT AD5336 CTRL PINS 
  PORTAB=0x0000;       //BEGIN CLR# 
  PORTAB=0x0008;       //COMPLETE CLR# 
 #endif 
} 
 
void ad5336_set (uint16 ad5336_pin,uint16 ad5336_value) 
{ 
 uint16 buffer=(ad5336_value<<8)|((ad5336_value>>8)&0x0003); 
 buffer=buffer|ad5336_pin;      //SET ADDRESS BITS 
 PORTAB=buffer;        //OUTPUT TO CHIP 
 PORTAB=buffer&0xFFEF;       //OUTPUT TO CHIP 
 PORTAB=buffer;        //OUTPUT TO CHIP 
} 
 
 


